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Dear readers, 
Thanks for checking out my latest newsletter! This edition won’t have any real news, haha, but I 
hope you find it nevertheless informative and thought-provoking. Over the years I’ve critically 
examined many aspects of the cannabis industry firsthand, and here I’ll share some of what I’ve 
learned about trimming (aka manicuring), in a broad overview of the various methodologies. 
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Trimmin’ Time 
by Joe Bender, Cannabis Crop Solutions, LLC 

 A colorful branch of Grape Ape buds ready to be trimmed -Photo by Joe Bender



 Whether trimmed by hand or machine, wet-trimmed or dry, cannabis buds 
should be manicured in a way that is most sensible for your needs. Trimming costs, 
implications for flower quality, and marketing strategy, should all be considered when 
deciding which trimming method(s) to use. Let’s examine these factors, and the 
impacts trimming methods have on achieving your production goals.  

Wet vs Dry 

If you grow at home, and do all of your own trimming, the monetary cost of trimming 
may only be the price of some good spring-loaded scissors, and perhaps a case of 
beer. For home growers, hand trimming is likely the best choice, as creating top 
quality will probably be the biggest concern, and labor costs might not be an issue.  
Still, some home growers will opt for machine trimming, and for commercial growers, 
the decision between hand vs machine trimming is more complicated, as I’ll discuss. 
But assuming you’ve decided on hand trimming, should you wet trim the buds when 
fresh, or dry trim them following the drying process?  
   
One advantage of wet trimming is that the trichomes are less brittle when wet. This 
makes vibrations unlikely to knock the spherical glands loose from the stalks of the 
trichomes. However, wet trichomes can still be damaged or even removed by rough 
handling. Trichomes are more oily when wet, and are likely to smear, and then oxidize 
due to the damage. Oxidation will degrade THC to CBN, and thereby reduce the 
potency, and alter the medicinal effect, making it more sedative. For this reason, I 
suggest that you should hang your buds after cutting them from the plants, then trim 
them carefully one at a time, and then hang the trimmed buds to dry*. This will 
minimize their contact with surfaces, and help ensure maximum potency. Although 
you may be a fan of scissor hash, frequently clean your scissors for easy cutting and to 
minimize damage to trichomes. Otherwise, that hash ball on your scissors will have a 
snowball effect, and collect more and more trichomes.  
 Wet trimming also has the benefit of enabling a very tight manicure. The fresh, 
erect leaves are relatively easy to precisely trim away from the flowers. Dry leaves, on 
the other hand, are curled and stiffly laid flat to the surface of buds via gravity, making 
them more difficult to access with scissors. This typically leads to a looser, less-precise 

*To significantly ease the hanging of buds, harvest plants from top to bottom. Cut the main stem a couple of inches 
above the top branch and also just below the branch, to leave a natural ‘V’ hook for hanging, consisting of the 
branch and main stem. Cutting the main stem just below each branch (each node) should leave you a hook for the 
next branch down. Use clothespins to hang any buds that lack a natural hook. 
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manicure when dry trimming. Not only are fresh, turgid bud leaves easier to trim 
tightly to buds, they may even slightly recede as they dry, further enhancing the 
finished appearance of wet-trimmed buds.  
 Bear in mind that when wet trimming, the turgidity of leaves greatly assists the 
cutting action of scissor blades, providing a crisp, clean cut; for this reason, avoid 
harvesting too many colas / branches at a time, and trim harvested material as quickly 
as possible. Even before the leaves begin to visibly wilt, as they lose water, they 
become much more difficult to cut away. Keep your trimming area cool, and use a 
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A harvested cola of AK-47 from Serious Seeds -Photo by Joe Bender



humidifier if the air is excessively dry, to help prevent water loss. This issue can make 
coordinating between a harvesting and trimming crew a bit challenging at the  
commercial scale. The sizes of the two groups must be properly balanced, so that the 
harvested buds don’t lose too much water before they’re trimmed, and so that the 
trimming crew doesn’t run out of buds to work on. 
 Another consideration regarding wet trimming is that the slightly accelerated 
drying rate, associated with removing leaves prior to drying, could be problematic in 
an arid environment (albeit beneficial in a humid environment). Too rapid of a drying 
process can be detrimental for the scent and flavor of cannabis flowers. This problem 
could be nullified by using supplemental humidification in your drying room, but 
ensure that the design of your humidification system is antagonistic to microbial 
growth, and maintain the system as instructed by the manufacturer. The best 
humidifiers are inherently antimicrobial, while others may use UV lights or special 
materials to hinder microbes. 

Huge colas of S.A.G.E. from THSeeds, nearing harvest time. It’s much less fatiguing to 
dry trim buds this big. 
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As you can see, wet trimming has positive and negative attributes. Dry trimming also 
has its ups and downs.  
 Although dry trimming will probably produce buds with more remaining leaf 
material, this could be viewed as advantageous, especially if the strain produces 
potent bud leaves. Some commercial growers view the extra leaf as extra bud weight, 
and even from the stash grower’s perspective, extra weight in the jar may be a good 
thing. Of course, in commercial production, if the amount of leaf negatively effects 
the potency, appearance, or flavor, it will draw criticism from consumers, or will 
damage sales. And the last thing a cannabis producer needs is a scathing critique on 
social media, due to poorly trimmed buds.  
 When arid conditions threaten to dry buds too quickly, choosing dry trimming 
can slow the drying process to a more optimal pace, because the leaves will remain 
on the plants during drying. The leaves contain a significant quantity of water, and 
also greatly increase the volume of plant material that needs to dry. Growers planning 
to dry trim usually pluck the largest fan leaves prior to drying; however, in extremely 
low-humidity drying conditions, you might even leave the largest fan leaves on 
branches, to further slow the drying process. On the opposite side of the coin, in a 
humid environment, slower drying could be problematic due to the threat of mold.   
 Ideally, you would correct the temperature and humidity level of your drying 
room, using well-controlled HVAC, dehumidification, and humidification, regardless 
of your trimming method. Shoot for around 72℉ and about 45% relative humidity 
(RH), with gentle air circulation, with the goal of completing drying processes in about 
7 days. Keep in mind that your trimming method, the size and density of buds, and 
also the quantity of plant material in your drying room, will all impact the drying rate.  
 One school of thought is that you can protect the potency of buds by allowing 
the smaller leaves to dry over the buds, and then not trimming these leaves. You can 
do as you please with the leaves as you smoke the buds: you could save them and 
cook with them for example. Buds processed this way would not fly in today’s 
commercial cannabis markets if sold as ‘top grade,’ but I suppose producers could try 
pricing the buds significantly cheaper, to compensate for the loose manicure. This 
might be a viable strategy for selling discount, lower-grade buds from the bottom of 
the garden canopy.  
 Another advantage to dry trimming is the relative ease of holding and 
manipulating dry cannabis as you trim it. Wet colas can be quite heavy, and holding 
them while trimming for several hours could lead to hand or wrist pain. Dried colas 
weigh about 1/4 as much, making dry trimming easier on your hands. 
 Amongst the downsides to dry trimming, trichome loss could be a significant 
factor. Trichomes may become so fragile during drying, that they go flying at every 
snip of your scissors. The severity of this problem is strain-dependent, as some strains 
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more readily shed trichomes than others. To prevent excessive trichome loss, and to 
otherwise maintain top quality, dry trim when your buds are nearly dry, but still need 
to lose a little water prior to curing. At this stage, the slightly damp trichomes are less 
fragile. Control your trimming room RH and temperature to approximately 60% and 
70℉ respectively, to help maintain the moisture content of buds during dry trimming. 

Human vs Machine 

Manufacturers of trim machines will assure you that their machine will eliminate the 
need for dozens of workers, without sacrificing quality. In reality, even the best 
trimming machines produce results that resemble the work of a machine. Machine-
trimmed buds tend to lack the sparkle of unblemished trichomes found on carefully 
hand-trimmed buds. The vibrations, friction, impacts, and vacuum action, which buds 
are subjected to in trimming machines, knock off and damage trichomes. Machines 
also typically round off the surface of buds, creating a characteristic, machine-trimmed  
look. This doesn’t mean that trimming machines cannot produce viable products. It’s 
true that these machines can save a huge amount of labor, and the cost savings from 
reduced labor can be transferred to consumers via lower prices, which may overcome 
any loss of quality caused by machine trimming. But for now, trimming machines can’t 
compete on a quality basis with hand-trimmed buds. 
 Even those commercial producers who emphasize a connoisseur-quality flower 
line, can benefit from trimming machines on some level. One potential application for 
trimming machines is for trimming “small buds” or “2nd grade” buds, which are usually 
harvested from the bottom of the plant canopy. Machine trimming such buds is a 
practical application for trimming machines, since these buds are at least as labor-
intensive to trim as upper canopy buds, but sell for a lower price. Similarly, another 
strategy could be offering main colas at two grades: hand-trimmed and machine-
trimmed.  
 Trimming machines designed for wet trimming, dry trimming, and dual purpose 
are available. The previously discussed characteristics of wet vs dry trichomes also 
apply to machine trimming. Dry material machines are more likely to separate trichome 
glands from stalks, while wet material machines may smear and oxidize trichomes. The 
coating of lost trichomes may be difficult to recover from wet-trim machines, but in dry-
trim machines, use a fine paint brush to sweep the trichomes into a pile, and then 
scoop them up. 
 Large-scale producers may be willing to invest in trimming machines that can 
cost more than $10,000, but the high cost, and machine-associated quality 
degradation, mean that most home growers will opt for hand trimming. However, some 
home growers may find trimming machines favorable for a few reasons. Growers with 
arthritis or certain disabilities can benefit from trimming machines, as hand trimming 
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may not be possible. Also, some machines collect trichomes as they trim, which could 
be used along with trim leaf to make cannabutter or infused coconut oil. Other home 
growers might simply lack the time to be able to hand trim, or would prefer to avoid 
the task. There are inexpensive manual machines available, such as those that use a 
hand crank to spin a cutting blade beneath a perforated platform. Moderately-priced 
handheld electric trimming machines are also available in several styles, such as those 
that work like a hair clipper. 
  
Weigh in the ups and downs to various trimming methods when determining the best 
fit for your cultivation and marketing scenario. Amongst other variables, the climate of 
your cultivation site, your use (or lack thereof) of cooling, heating, and humidity 
controls in your trimming and drying areas, and concerns regarding quality, will each 
impact your decision between wet and dry trimming. Production costs and marketing 
strategy are two of the heaviest factors in choosing between hand trimming and 
machine trimming, or utilizing a combination of the two.  
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Cannatonic by Resin Seeds. Wet trimming a large grow room requires coordination 
between the harvest crew and the trimming crew. -Photo by Joe Bender



Thanks for reading!
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